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hanks to our advertisers (bless them), I get less and less space to
air my own comments or to proselytize to our readers.
However, I have recently canvassed 1,225 of them by letter to
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determine how many on our mailing list are serious about receiving The Wall Journal. The returns are now coming in, and I have
discovered that a number of them have moved and left no forward—
ing address, others have not responded, but the majority have properly registered
and/or subscribed, and that is much appreciated. I am now more confident that
we are reaching those professionals who are the movers and shakers in our field.
The ‘no-shows’ are being quickly replaced by new names. Welcome aboard.
On other mailers, I regret that Dr. Roger Wayson was unable to attend his class
on “Sound Fundamentals” for this issue, but he has assured me that his series will
continue in the next issue and beyond.

I am very much pleased by the quality and diversity of our growing list of adver—
tisers. I anticipate that we will soon have most of the important vendors of highway noise barriers in our pages. I have also encouraged the advertisers to submit
technical articles and project reports on their products and services in order to
more fully inform highway officials and consultants on the state-of-the-art in highway noise barrier construction (this does not constitute endorsement on our part).
From our readers in state highway departments and consulting firms, we have
upcoming articles on air quality, wetlands replacement, sound-absorptive barriers
and other items of interest to all. We will soon be at 28 pages per issue, and will
continue to grow. I again request that more of you submit photos and material on
projects of any type having to do with transportation—related environmental issues.
Many readers have called and written to express their interest in what is going on
in the “rest of the world”. Won’t you please let them know. $
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CS!, Austin, Texas, is emerging as the world
wide leader in sound absorptive barriers.
Only Soundtrap® can offer Quality, Cost,
Selection & Availability across the USA.

SOUND ABSORPTIVE BARRIER:
The Common Sense Solution to Noise
Abatement Outside and Inside
/ Best possible acoustical performance: NRC up
to 1.O& STC4O.
I Unlimited selection of attractive acoustical
surface treatments and environmentally sensitive designs & colors.
/ Cost competitive with reflective products and
can be integrated into most wall designs.
Extremely light-weight and excellent for retro-fit
panels.
/ Life-cycle performance — durable, all
weather/washable/graffiti resistant/
Øflame Øsmoke.
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SOUi~UT~AP®
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Noise Barriers
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The Winning Entries in Caltrans’ Student Innovation
Landscape-Enhancing Noise Technology Competition
By George Hartwell
(Sacramento, CA) — California’s
masonry sound barriers stand strong
and effectively block the battery of
transportation system noise they were
designed to repel. Sometimes though,
their rigid profile stands in stark conflict with the Golden State’s extraordinarily scenic environs, magnificent
natural phenomena and aestheticallypleasing man-made facilities and communities.
Pressed by federal and state regulations that mandate noise reduction features and Californians who prefer
unobstructed views to tall walls, the
California
Department
of
Transportation (Caltrans) found itself
braced on the horns of a dilemma. It
must reduce highway noise and — at
the same time — develop environmentally-sound facilities.
Caltrans looked to a fresh resource
for potential answers; one not yet
walled-in by conventional thinking,
according to Edward N. Kress, Chief
(now
retired)
of
Caltrans’
Transportation Facilities Enhancement
Office. Caltrans challenged college
students in a statewide competition to
develop new means, methods and
materials for transportation system
noise reduction.
Caltrans called its competition “The
SILENT* Challenge.” SILENT* proved
to be an acronym for Student
Innovation Landscape-Enhancing
Noise Technology (“The Wall Journal,”
February, 1 993).
“The SILENT* Challenge delivered
all, and more, of what we’d hoped
for,” said Allen Wrenn, Caltrans’ manager for noise barrier programs and the
competition’s coordinator. “We discovered significant interest among talented students in solving what is both
a transportation problem and a social
issue. The ideas submitted were, in
many cases, truly ingenious and well
thought out.”
The SILENT* Challenge, open to all
California college students regardless
of academic discipline, attracted 20
entries from colleges and universities
throughout the state. Team and interdisciplinary entries were encouraged.
The California Transportation
Foundation, a non-profit, transporta4

Left to right: First Place winners Jennifer Mccartney and Caryn Foster; Robert 0. Watkins (Chief
Deputy Director, Caltrans); Third Place co-winner Adina Cox; Second Place co-winner Mike Berta;
Third Place co-winner Beverly Chu; Second Place co-winner Tony Moyer; and competition
coordinator Allen Wrenn (Chief, Community Noise Abatement, Caltrans).

tion issue-oriented association cosponsored the event and provided cash
prizes to the top three entries. Caltrans
presented winner certificates and official recognition of achievement. An
independent panel of judges representing engineering and architecture professions and transportation policy
expertise evaluated the entries and
selected the winners. All three top
place honors were given to students
from California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona.
“Competitors were required to submit designs in conformity with clearlystated prerequisites that met Caltrans’
objectives,” Wrenn said. “The jurors
were looking for designs that would be
safe and ensure protection for highway
users as well as area residents. The
proposals had to be cost effective,
functional, aesthetic, graffiti-proof or
repellent and could be constructed
with recycled materials or newlydeveloped materials.”
In the evaluation process, juror
Gregg Haskell, a structural engineer
and partner in the Sacramento-based
engineering firm of Cole Yee Shubert,
Inc., noted that the judges looked carefully to the designer’s proposed use of
recycled materials and economic feasibility, as well as the aesthetic appeal of
the product. “We wanted to know, is
this (design) a Mars shot or was it
buildable within the practical realm of
The Wall Journal
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estimating (costs and complexity).”
“We had one submittal that designed
an entire ecosystem, almost turning the
freeway into a tunnel using lots of concepts that haven’t been invented yet. It
was ingenious but impractical in
today’s engineering environment,”
Haskell said.
“We had one, very interesting submittal that used no continuous structural wall,” Haskell said. “It used competing sound pressure; acoustic concepts to take noise generated by vehicles and produce a combatant noise
that would cancel out those (vehicleproduced) frequencies. The judges
agreed it was an interesting idea but
potentially too costly.”
In their final analysis the judges
chose designs that employed recycled
materials and treated conventional
sound barriers in an unconventional
manner.
Caryn Foster, a fourth-year architecture student and her partner, Jennifer
McCartney, a graduating landscape
architect, took the top prize for their
design that combined elements of an
urban and rural noise barrier system.
In rural settings, the team elected to
use recycled automobile and truck
tires configured so they would be
structurally strong and effectively host
an overgrowth of landscape plant
(continued on page 6)

Ed. Note: The artists’ drawings here and on the cover were originally 18” x 24” and in full color. Unfortunately, this is a one-color
publication, and the drawings are greatly reduced in size, thus losing much of the detail. We hope that the entrants’ concepts prevailed.
The Wall Journal — November/December 1993
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(from page 4)

materials to give them a pleasant, natural appearance.
“Tires from cars and trucks are
responsible for (most of) the highway
noise,” Foster observed. “Often, when
you drive down the freeway, you see
blown out tires and tire parts. And,
there are so many tires in dumps. You
can use tires in a variety of ways. They
are graffiti-proof, sound-absorbent,
softer if you crash into them and they
are in great supply.”
McCartney took another view of the
problem: she sought to preserve the
historic architectural appearance of
communities adjacent to freeways and
proposed a system of barriers that take
form from ancient Greek design.
McCartney recommended a variation
on a classic Doric frieze with
‘columns’ represented by grouped
trees. The spaces between the trees
could be urban ‘canvases’ on which
community-oriented art would be
applied.
“The idea was to develop community pride,” McCartney explained.
“Rather than have people display graffiti, the (mural concept) would let them
create art that is symbolic of the neighborhood. It would allow residents to
show off their neighborhoods in a positive manner.” The concept is consistent with Caltrans’ Transportation Art
Program which encourages and promotes enrichment of the cultural and
visual environment for motorists and
local commuinities by facilitating and
coordinating the placement of artwork
by others within the transportation
right of way.
Caltrans plans to experiment with
some of the student designs, according
to Ed Kress. “Our program calls for
testing new products and for constructing demonstrations, so these will be
worked in,” he said. “Undoubtedly,
we’ll have to do some engineering and
we may want to go back and consult
with the student originators of the
ideas in the process.”
Caltrans also plans to expand its
competition program and has
launched a second noise barrier design
competition for 1994 which it named
“SILENT5 Challenge II
The Sequel,”
according to program manager Allen
Wrenn.
“We’ve expanded greatly our list of
colleges and universities to which
we’ll turn for ideas in the next competition,” Wrenn noted. “It appears
we’ve discovered a talent pool that is
—
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eager to demonstrate innovation, ability and thoughtful creativity to help
California resolve major problems.
“We look for a larger number of submittals in the next competition, more
excellent ideas, and ultimately, an
entirely new approach to the challenge
of highway noise reduction in our
state.
“The SILENT5 Challenge has proved
to be a resounding success and
Caltrans is eager to embrace the good
ideas that have come forth so far and
those that will be presented to us in 1994.

“We’ve enhanced a partnership
among professionals in the transportation community and the bright, young
minds in our academic institutions.
We could not ask for a better or more
productive bonding of public need and
individual effort,” Wrenn said. U
(Allen Wrenn is Chief, Community Noise
Abatement Branch, Transportation Facilities
Enhancement Office, California Department of
Transportation at Sacramento, and may be
reached by phone at 916 654-6680 for further
information).

Attend the nation’s longest-running

highway noise analysis seminar.
~ Choosefrom April or Octoberweek-long sessions at theUniversity of Louisville’s Shelby
Campus, featuring state-of-the-art computers and economical campus housing.
~ Benefit from the expertise of Drs. Lou Cohn and Al Harris, leading professionals who
have trained over 500 highway noise specialists, including representatives from over
30 state highway departments.
~ Learn the latest developments in noise analysis, barrier design, and noise prediction
software through curriculum designed to suit both beginning and experienced
students.
~ Use and receive NO/SE, the powerful, menu-driven software package with analysis
capabilities not found in any other package. Over 40 states are currently using this
software that features:
enhanced FHWA STAMINA 2.0 with proven accuracy and the ability to generate
Leq contours;
enhanced FHWA OPTIMA, a menu-driven program that eliminates the need for
awkward E/C analysis, shows results immediately on a split screen, and maintains
user cost data;
AutoBar and CHINA, fully automated barrier design programs;
REBAR, the most accurate parallel barrier analysis program available;
HICNOM—for construction noise prediction;
LOS, which calculates line-of-sight break points for all barrier segments;
PLUS fully operational MicroStation andAutoCAD interface programs to create/edit
STAMINA inputfites from roadway design files or to digitize from plan sheets (provided
to participants at no additional cost)

~ BONUS!
ALL software will be mailed immediately upon receipt of your paid registration.
“The software and seminar make a difficult subject simple.”
—James Novak,Midwest Consulting Engineers, Chicago, IL

Fee: $895 includes comprehensive course manual and ALL software
(with full technical

support).

Next session: October 18-22, 1993
For registration information,
call 502/588-6456.

For technical information,
call Drs. Cohn or Harris at 502/588-6276.
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NEW FHWA MODEL AND SOFTWARE Part II
-

—

A CONTINUING

SERIES

By: Grant S. Anderson (HMMH Inc.), Gregg G. Fleming (US DOT), Robert E. Armstrong and Steven A. Ronning (FHWA)
This is the second Wall Journal article about the Federal
Highway Administration’s next-generation noise model and software. The new model/software is now being designed and developed by Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. (HMMH) under the
direction and guidance of FHWA, the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center, and a review panel of eight noise
specialists from state highway agencies. This model/software will
ultimately replace the current FHWA model (Report FHWA-RD77-1 08) and software (STAMINA 2.0/OPTIMA), plus various digitizing and tabular front-ends now used for input entry.
The first Wall Journal article was a project status report and a
brief discussion of the new model/software’s components and
capabilities. This current article summarizes the project’s
Brainstorming Conference on User Interaction.
On October 12-14, Gregg Fleming and Amanda Keller hosted
the Brainstorming Conference on User Interaction, a major step
toward interface design. Technical aspects of the conference were
organized and run by Grant Anderson (the project’s principal
investigator), Chris Menge and Chris Rossano.
I he uI lowing people part it. ipated in the conference:
Bob Armstrong, Steve Ronning and Howard Jongedyk from II PA/A
Gregg I lcrning and Amanda Keller from the Volpe C enter
Grant Anderson, ( hrrs Menge, Chris Rossano, I)oug Barrett,
I orn I3reen, and Chris Bejdek from I IMMII
Ed Ric kley from 1cc hnology and Management Systems, Inc
David Read froni W.T. Clten and Company, Inc
B ill Boss Ih’s, from Vanderbilt University
Roger Wayson from I iniversity of C entral F or ida
Bob C on son froni Florida Atlantic University
Rudy Hendrk ks trom California I )( )1
Win I indentan from F- lorida DOt
Ken l’olc ak from Maryland State I-I ighskay Administration
I rn Roa he from Massachusetts I lighway I )epartrnent
I )nnien k l~13 iI lera from New jersey DO 1
Bill Mc C oIl It urn New York State DO]
I larvey Knauer from Pennsylvania 1)01
Wayne YoUng front texas I )( )i
(dry Adkins from Virginia D( )T
Areg . jharabegian trorn Engineer rig—St era e, trtc
Klaus K le ins h ni idt front C ant bridge Colt a h )rat I ye
Prior to brainstorming about user interaction, Gregg I-leminr~, discussed the new model/program’s need for a revised noise-emission database: level grade, up grade, constant speed, and interrupted flow. After summarizing site criteria, Gregg asked attendees to identify good measurement sites upon their return home,
and to send him descriptions and plans of candidate sites. Sites
are also needed for double-barrier and triple-barrier measurements, which will be used to calibrate the model/program. If you
have candidate measurement sites for vehicle noise emissions or
double/triple barriers, please call Gregg at 61 7 494-2876.
During discussion of these measurements, Howard Jongedyk
emphasized the need for additional measurement funding. If you
can obtain state funding for this purpose, please contact Howard
at 703 285-2085.
Next, the participants split into two groups for concurrent sessions on (1) the new program’s menu structure and (2) its input
process, including input for noise-contour computations. Starting
with a draft menu structure, Grant Anderson led one group toward
consensus on menus: their organization, wording, completeness,

-

simplicity versus complexity, conformance to Microsoft Windows
conventions, and similarity with STAMINA/OPTIMA terminology.
In addition, this group discussed button bars to duplicate some
menu functions, two menu versions (regular and complete), and
the programs disk files as they would appear to program users.
Starting with several flow charts and sample screen designs,
Chris Menge led the second group toward consensus on many
details concerning the the program’s input process:
Digitizing from plans and front C Al) dravvings on the sc reen
Plan/Map Registration
(‘reat rig and Editing ot Input
1 raffic Assignment to Roadways
Input F rror (.hN Icing
Useful Push Buttons
Automatic Roadway Subdis stun
Spc’ ial Input Needed for Noise Contouring
In addition, this group discussed the usefulness ut rec c’is-er background levels, user-specified vehicles, and computation of sound
reflections from vertical surfaces. They also brainstormed the
planned Intergraph environment and how it might complement
the new program’s capabilities.
The two groups then rejoined, to summarize their brainstorming
and to ask for ideas from participants in the other section. After
that, the participants again split for concurrent sessions on (1) the
new program’s printouts/plots and (2) its barrier design process,
including parallel barrier degradation. Starting with a draft list of
printouts/plots and their contents, Chris Menge led one group
toward consensus on what printouts/plots are needed and what
details they should contain.
Starting with several flow charts and sample screen designs,
Grant Anderson led the other group toward consensus on many
details cc.inc c’rning the program’s barrier—design process;
I )esign Goals ltarget sound levels, or insertion losses,
or breaks in I inc of sight I
First-Cut I )esigns Computed h’,, the Program
Manual Adjristntent of Barrier I leights
Usetul Sc reen Views and Push Buttons
1 abular Results and I isel il Diagnostk s
Barrier- Fop Sntootlting
l3arricr I.engt It Adj ustnient
Inter a tiun betss cen Barrier I )esigrt and Sourtd—l cs el
(omputat ioils
Automatft Ground lines at Edges of Roadss ays
Input/Cornputat ititi Proc ess or Parallel—Barrier Degradation
Relation between Sound-I es el omputat ions
and l’aral lel—I3ari icr I )egr atlat ion
In addition, tltis group rlisc Lissed shielding of roadssays by other
roadways. The two groups then rejoined, to sLimmarize their
brainstorming and to ask for ideas from partft ipants in the other
session.
In addition to these user-interface topics, participants had ideas
concerning particular computation algorithms for the new program. Detailed notes plus tape recordings were made of the entire
conference, so that no ideas would be lost. The Conference is
now being summarized in a form that will lead directly to interface design. We will report further progress in a special session

for this purpose at the TRB Annual Meeting5 in Washington, D.C.
in January, 1994. ~
5

(Ed. Note: See Al F04 Committee column on page 10)
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Caltrans Builds $6 Billion HOV Program
Los Angeles County System to be Nation’s Most Extensive
cost. With the era of freeway building
in Los Angeles drawing to a close,
HOVs are seen as the next logical step
in improving freeway efficiency to
accommodate inevitable future
increases in population and traffic.
“This is the biggest HOV system in

By Russell Snyder
The California

Department of

Transportation, District 7 is embarking
on the nation’s most extensive High
Occupancy Vehicle program, which
will add car-pool lanes to virtually

made possible largely by a local transportation sales tax approved by voters
as Proposition C and administered by
the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority. Funds were
also made available by the Intermodal

Surface Transportation and Efficiency
Act of 1991 (ISTEA) and state funds.
HOV lanes are just one part of an integrated transportation system for the Los
Angeles area that includes rail systems,
buses and freeway and highway
improvements.
Mitwasi says it’s tough to beat HOV
lanes when it comes to value, efficiency and speed of delivery. “We found

the world,” says Raja Mitwasi, District

7’s HOV branch chief. Connecting the
Los Angeles County system with programs in four adjoining counties, he
says, “You’re looking at close to 850
miles of HOV lanes, or 1,530 miles of
HOV system. It’s bigger than any system there is now.”
The front-loaded HOV program is

every freeway in the Los Angeles area

and change forever the way L.A. drivers think about getting around.
The $6 billion HOV program is
designed to significantly increase the
capacity of the freeway system in a relatively short time and for a minimal

-Ô
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out that by adding HOVs, and working
with the federal government, we don’t
have that many requirements that we
have to meet,” he said. “We can take
the median and convert it to HOV
lanes, as long as we don’t take the outside edge of the pavement. That
makes it easy for us to construct HOV
lanes.”
“The congestion on the freeway system is really very bad. We need to
improve that, and this is one tool to
improve congestion. Also, air quality

Century will be the first freeway
designed and built with HOV lanes,
and will include time-saving HOV
freeway-to-freeway connector ramps at
the junction with the Harbor Freeway.
“The direct connectors are going to
be playing a very important role in
achieving a continuity of the system,”
Mitwasi said. “One example is the
direct connectors on the 11 8 Freeway
at Interstate 5. The HOV driver will
save four minutes within the interchange area because he won’t have to
will improve in Southern California
cut across regular traffic lanes. Those
because you won’t have cars idling in
direct connectors are saving a lot of
time.”
Dozens of
congestion.”
The central concept
Air quality will improv~HOV connectors are
in the HOV program in California because you proposed for the
is moving more peoregion.
ple rather than more won’t have cars idling in
Another benefit to
cars. Some HOV
the HOV program is
congestion.”
quick relief to today’s
lanes carry 50 pertraffic problems. Unlike some transcent of the people carried on the entire
freeway.
portation improvements which take
The Interstate 10 HOV lane, also
decades to design and build, many of
known as the El Monte busway, was a
the HOV projects are ready to go.”
pioneering experiment in determining
We’re moving. We’re not talking about
the value of HOV lanes. The easterly
20 years or 30 years,” said Mitwasi.
“We’re talking opening one or two
section opened in January of 1973,
HOV lanes every year. So we say,
and the westerly joined the system in
May of 1974. Originally designed for
give us time. The projects are combuses only, car-pools with three or
ing.”
more people were allowed a few years
Some of these projects have already
later
arrived. On April
“The 1-10 freeway
“The requirement for noise 8, a 7-mile caris carrying 5,700
pool lane opened
barriers has not yet been
people per hour at
determined. Each project on the northbound
peak hours. That’s
San Diego Freeway
will be examined during
high,: says Mitwasi.
(405), joining a
design to assess its need similar lane that
“That’s like almost
three lanes of traf- for noise abatement. Since opened a week
fic.”
these projects will be con- earlier on the
But perhaps the
structed for the most part southbound side of
the freeway. On
most
powerful
on
existing
right
of
way,
incentive for comMarch 11, a 10.5there may be fewer noise mile car-pool lane
muters heading to
barriers than would
and from downopened on the
westbound side of
town
is
time.
usually be required for a
Those who use the
the
Gardenaprogram of this size.”
El Monte busway,

for example, find they can save up to
20 minutes each way over a solo trip
in a mixed flow lane.
Some other high-profile HOV projects in the works are the Harbor
Freeway-Transitway (1-1 1 0), with its

two elevated viaducts, and the 1-105
Glenn M. Anderson (Century) Freeway,
scheduled to open in October. The

Artesia

Freeway

(91). Congestion-weary commuters
reported an immediate improvement in
traffic flow on all freeway lanes shortly
after those HOV projects opened.
The current District 7 HOV program
has a very important feature: no traffic
lanes are being taken away. Rather,
the new HOV lanes are being added to
the existing freeways. “By taking the
The Wall Journal
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median, we’re increasing the capacity
of the freeway,” Mitwasi notes.
“Remember, we’re adding a complete
lane. If the freeway is four lanes, and
we add another lane, that’s five lanes.
That’s 20 percent
times two, that’s
40 percent because we’re moving double or more the number of people who
are in the regular freeway lanes.”
Some have expressed concern about
median shoulders, which are sometimes used for emergency stops by disabled vehicles, giving way for HOV
lanes. The 2-year-old Freeway Service
Patrol, a program jointly sponsored by
Caltrans, the California Highway Patrol
and the MTA, is part of the solution.
The fleet of tow trucks patrol county
freeways during rush-hour and quickly
remove
disabled
vehicles.
Interestingly, preliminary data gathered
by the Service Patrol drivers revealed
that 77 percent of the disabled cars
were on the right shoulder.
“California drivers are the best drivers in the world because they know
the system,” Mitwasi says. “If someone’s in trouble, they give them a
chance to move over to the right.
They’re not selfish. They help each
other. They know that a person stuck
in the middle of the freeway is going to
affect everybody.”
The 511-mile freeway system in Los
Angeles County is roughly half the size
of what was envisioned by the transportation planners in the late 1950s.
The District 7 HOV program has
emerged as an innovative way to fill
the gap between rising traffic and the
transportation facilities needed to
accommodate it. U
(Russell Snyder is Public In formation
Officer for Caltrans District 7. For further
information, he may be reached by phone
at 213 897-0849 or by fax at 213 8973674).

This article has been reprinted from
“INSIDE SEVEN’~the Employee Newsletter
for Caltrans District 7. Mr. Snyder is also
the Editor of INSIDE SEVEN, and we will
publish reprints of other articles of interest
to our readers from time to time.
Coming up in Issue No. 11 of The Wall
Journal is an INSIDE SEVEN article on the
unique Arroyo Simi wetlands replacement
program.
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The months of
September and

October are two of
the busiest months
of the year for TRB
people. These are
the months when
procrastination

Al F04 Transportation Related Noise and Vibration Committee

Annual Meeting January 10 12,
1994 Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C.
Transportation Noise Issues and Opportunities:
Part 1—Planes, I rains and Earth Movers
Part 2—Noise Measurement and Methodology
Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Lincoln West
New Traffic Noise Model Software and
Aviation Noise/Land Use Compatibility
Wednesday, 8:30 am, Lincoln West

Session # 1 62

authors submit

papers for the January Annual Meeting (although they should
be submitted in August).
Papers are routed from TRB in Washington to the appropriate Committee Chairman who sends them out for peer review.
The reviewers make their (hopefully timely)
comments and suggestions and return the
reviews to the Chairman, who notifies the
authors of suggested or mandated changes,
and selects papers for presentation at the
Annual Meeting and for later publication.
Meanwhile in Washington, TRB
staffers assemble similar input from all
committees and manage to put together a
schedule of some 500 events in four days
with as few conflicts as possible. As I write
this, I have just received our 1944 Al F04
events schedule. Al F04 events run from
Monday through Wednesday with our
Awards Dinner closing things out on
Wednesday evening.
Here’s the schedule at the right. As
you can see, our sessions key into today’s
hot issues in transportation noise.

About the Awards Dinner
Gary Figallo of The Reinforced Earth
Company has arranged for the dinner to be

held at Hogate’s restaurant at 9th and
Maine Avenue, in a room overlooking the

Session # 1 88

Committee Meeting:
Wednesday, 2:30 pm, Map
Subcommittee Meetings: Highway Noise — Monday, 7:30 pm, Farragut
Rail Noise—Tuesday, 9:00 am, Farragut
Aircraft Noise—Tuesday, 2:00 pm, Farragut

Session 162: Transportation Noise Issues and Opportunities
Domenick J. Billera,New Jersey DOT, presiding
Part 1—Trains, Planes and Earth Movers
Helicopter Noise in Rural Communities: Assessment of Existing Knowledge

Panos D. Prevedouros, University of Hawaii
LaGuardia Airport round-Noise Abatement Study
Douglas E. Barrett and Christopher W. Menge, Harris Miller Miller and Hanson Inc.

Construction Noise Impact Assessment for Hong Kong’s Replacement Int’l Airport
Walter A.W. JetteC Greiner International Ltd.
F. Morse, Provisional Airport Authority, China

Prediction of Rail Transit Groundborne Noise and Vibration A Case Study
-

Steven L. Wolfe, Wilson, Ihrig & Associates, Inc.

Part 2—Noise Measurement and Methodology
Generating Key Contours with Stamina 2.0
Roswell A. Harris and Louis F. Cohn, University of Louisville
Christopher D. Grant, Howard Nedles Tammen & Bergendoff

Development of Procedures for Prioritizing Noise Barrier Locations on Freeways
Rahim F. Banekohal and Weixong Zhao, University of Illinois
Michael H. Lee, Stanley Consulting Inc.

Washington Harbor. We are guaranteeing
40 people for dinner.

Stone Mastic Asphalt Pavement and Its Effect on Highway Traffic Noise Levels

The cost to each attendee will be
$23.00 with a choice of beef, scrod or
baked chicken. The cost includes salad,
dessert and coffee. There will be a cash bar
with our own bartender. For the winner of
the Best Paper Award, dinner is on us. All
who plan to attend the dinner should confirm their intention by fax or note to:
Gary Figallo
The Reinforced Earth Company
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 1100
Vienna, VA 22182
Fax 703 821-1815
We will need to confirm your choice of
entree and have payment to Gary 48 hours
in advance of the dinner, i.e., on Monday,
January 10. Please make your check
payable to Gary FigaIJo. ~

Statistical Assessment of the Effects of Transportation Vibrations on High
Technology Facilities

10

Kenneth D. Polcak, Maryland State Highway Administration

Hal Amick, Sean K. Bui and Ramon E. Nugent

Session 188: New Traffic Noise Model Software and
Aviation Noise/Land Use Compatibility
DomenickJ. Billera, New Jersey DOT, presiding

Part 1— Development of New Traffic Noise Model Software
Moderator: Gregg Fleming, U.S. Department of Transportation

Panel: Robert

Armstrong, Federal Highway Administration

Grant S.Anderson, Harris Miller Miller and Hanson Inc
Part 2 Aircraft Noise and Compatible Land Use Planning
Moderator: Neal H. Phillips, Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority
Panel: Dorn C McGrath, Jr., The George Washington University
James P. Muldoon, Federal aviation Administration
Sharron Spencer, City Council Grapevine, Texas
—
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In response to the
announcement by the
Editor in this space in
Issue No. 8, I wish to
state
that
yes,
Virginia, there is a
Bob Armstrong and
he’s alive and well
and
living
in
Nokesville, Virginia.
Bob

research efforts in participating countries.
This activity should provide a meaningful
exchange of knowledge and information.
This report should be available by the
end of 1994.
The OECD is an organization formed
in 1961 to promote policies designed: (1)
to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment, and a
rising standard of living in member countries, while maintaining financial stability
and contributing to the development of
the world economy; (2) to contribute to
sound economic expansion in member
as well as non-member countries in the
process of economic development; and
(3) to contribute to the expansion of
world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance with

—

OECD Report on Highway Traffic Noise
I recently traveled to Rome, Italy for

the initial meeting of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) scientific expert
group on “Roadside Noise Abatement.”
Other countries that were represented

included Italy, Spain, Denmark, Austria,
Belgium and Switzerland. England,
Finland, France, Japan, The Netherlands,
Norway and Sweden have also
expressed a desire to participate but
were unable to attend the Rome meeting.
The group will prepare a report which
discusses the state-of-the-art of highway
traffic noise measurement, prediction,
analysis, and abatement as well as the
status of current highway traffic noise

international obligations.

Highway Traffic Noise Barrier Listing
Since 1980, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) has triennially
distributed a national summary listing of

highway traffic noise barriers constructed
using highway program funds. The last
listing covered the period from the early
1970s to the end of 1989 (over 720 linear miles at a cost of over $555 million).
We are currently developing a listing
through the end of 1992; its availability
for distribution will be announced in a
future issue of The Wall Journal. U
New Noise Barrier Vendors
POLYMER (TIMBREX) Wood/Polymer
Composite, Recycled Wood and Plastic)
Mobil Chemical Company
Composite Products Division
Phone 813 620-1152

The original members of the OECD are
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

COMPOSITE (RECYWALL, Recycled

France, Germany, Greece, Iceland,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. There are now 24 members that include Japan, Finland,
Australia, New Zealand, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden and others.

Plastic w/Compost and Organic Waste
Material with Crushed Glass)
Sanders Enterprises, Inc.
Phone 314 868-4100
(Contact Bob Armstrong at 202 366-2073
for a complete listing of known vendors).

J7E
“We Build Walls”
Specialists in Design/Build

-

Over three
Z”—~-~
million square feet
~/.
of walls furnished and ~j
installed, usinga selection
of different wall systems that
are site-specifically designed
to meet the client’s
~
requirement.

,,/

-~

7

JIE,
specialty contractor. Our only
business is to provide and install wall systems.
INC is a

And our mission is simple: to continually set
the standards of performance in an emerging
industry. Our methods are clear,.,we use our
technical and operational resources to provide our clients with an economic advantage
along with a ‘evel of service unmatched in the
industry.

Call us

—

we want your business

JTE INC
10109 Gi~esRun Road
Lorton, VA 22079
Scale: NATIONAL

Tel 703 550-0600 Fax 703 550-0601
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SUMMARIES OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS — PART II
Presented at the TRB Al F04 Committee Summer Meeting in Berkeley, California, July 11-14, 1993

I

The Summer Meeting of the 1 RB Al F04 Committee on Fransportation-Relateci Noise and Vibration was
co-hosted this year by C.~ltiatsand a ouslic al consultants Wilson, Il~~
ig & A~sotiates, Inc. ot Oakland. 1 he fitst
1:3 paper summaries were printed in Issue No. 9. Following are the balance of the paper summaries in the

I
I
I

order in which they were presented at the conference.
EXAMINATION OF A STRUCTURAL
SANDWICH MADE OF RECLAIMED
TIRE RUBBER AS A NOISE BARRIER FOR
HIGHWAYS
\‘Ve have exam i ned a Stru ( t LI ra I
Sandwich made of 80% reclaimed tire rub—

BEFORE AND AFTER STUDY OF
F3 PROJECT BETWEEN WAHROONGA
AND BEROWRA, NORTH OF SYDNEY,
AUSTRALIA
In 1987, the road authority (Department
of Main Roaclst in the State ot New South

her mixed with 20% by weight of virgin
rubber and revulcanized with special addi-

Wales, Australia, introduced its first policy
and guidelines on road traffic noise control. These provided for walls up to 2 m
high (sometimes on top of mounds up to 3
m high), with a noise goal of 68 dBA in the
LAb (18-hr) scale, as provided in the then
new guidelines.
In order to test the effectiveness of the
measures and the appropriateness of the
goals, a full-scale trial was begun on a pro-

tives, curatives and antioxidants and antio-

zonants. This material composition is
mixed in a standard Banbury shear mixer

and poured into a mold and pressed at
high temperature and pressure incorporating a welded steel wire mesh into a slab.
Two such slabs are bonded to a standard
Bl roof deck. A typical one inch slab
weighs 6 psf and has an STC rating of 41
dB, whereas the sandwich weighs 14 psf
and has a STC rating of 53 dB~This material is structurally sound and tests following
AASHTO guidelines shows that the material with 8 ft span has a deflection of L/200
at the mid line with a wind load of 100
miles per hour (28.8 psf static load). The
material did not fail in test condition of 165
psf static loading.
By bonding a virgin neoprene rubber mix
of an appropriate color and using the
choice mold, material of almost any color
and pattern design may be obtained. The
material projects no fire hazard as it would
not burn but smolder in presence of sustamed flame. It gives out no unpleasant
odor in outdoor use. It would not crack in
cold weather. More importantly, due to
the non-polar nature of the rubber, its surface is graffiti resistant and no new coating
need be applied. Accelerated aging tests
predict a service life of well over 25 years.
Our study shows that it is possible to use
up rubber from 60,000 used tires per mile
of noise barrier of 16 ft high. Noise barners may be made with attractive color and
texture and technological problems posed
in earlier studies may have been eliminated
by current studies. No doubt, concrete is
an excellent material for building walls, but
when the need is to cut down sound trans-

mission, a structural sandwich made of
reclaimed tire rubber may be a viable cost
competitive alternative.
Author: Dr. Indu B. Mishra
(410) 997-7256
Kanan Associates, Inc., Columbia, MD
Author: Dr. Pedro Albrecht
University of Maryland, College Park, MD
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ject just started. This was a 15 km length

of freeway

-

part of the Sydney to

Newcastle Freeway - between two outer
suburbs of Sydney, Wahroonga and
Berowra, and bypassing the regional center
of Hornsby. Noise control features were
built into the design for the first time; construction proceeded including timber walls
and mounds.
A study of the environmental noise
before the freeway was completed and
opened to traffic was put in hand both
along the freeway corridor and the old
highway and some local roads previously
used by through traffic.
A study was similarly carried out immediately after opening to traffic. This became
an intermediate study, since decisions were
taken to implement improved noise control
measures (new road surface, higher walls
and specially located walls) over a period
of almost 3 years - followed by a final

monitoring program.
The presentation will discuss the progressive improvement along the freeway corndor and compares this with the improvement along the old highway. Costs in
terms of dollars per decibel reduction, per
dwelling affected, are also discussed
together with the changes in the policy
which have grown out of this first trial.
This has involved a change from the LAb 0
(18-hr) scale to LAeq (24-hr) and LAeq (8hr) night, between 10 p.m. and 6 am.
Subsequent major roadworks have since
been treated similarly and examples of this
will be shown with a brief discussion of
effectiveness.
Concurrently with the monitoring in
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terms of decibels, an opinion survey was

.onducted in the period before the freeway, through the time immediately after
opening to traffic, to the final situation.
The results of the opinion survey will be
discussed briefly.
Author: George Glazier (02) 437-4611
Organization: Wilkinson Murray Pty Ltd.
Sydney, Australia

its research project was funded by the
FHWA under the title: “Traffic Noise

Attenuation as a Function of Ground and
Vegetation”, and was performed by
Caltrans Division of New Technology,
Materials & Research (DNTM&R).
Although the draft report has at this time
not been reviewed yet at the Federal level,
FHWA has given verbal approval to present the research findings at the TRB Al F04
1993 Summer Meeting. However, by
doing so, the FHWA does not necessarily
endorse the conclusions and the contents

of this presentation.
The main objective of this research project
wasfortothe
experimentally
derive
values
site parameter
alphaimproved
(a)used

in the distance adjustment algorithm of the
FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Prediction
Model (FHWA-RD-77-108). Noise levels
of individual vehicle passbys were measured at distances of 25 to 400 feet from
the centerline of the near lane of two-lane
highways, and at heights of 2.5 to 20 feet
above the ground. A total of over 500

measurements were made simultaneously
by ten microphones at four acoustically
absorptive
(“soft”)
sites. used
The todata
measured at these
sites were
calculate
the excess noise attenuation rates in terms
of a. Additional measurements were made
at two four-lane highway sites for verification. Wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and humidity were also measured.
Final analysis of the data revealed that a
is
distanceof asitswell
as height on
dependent.
Because
dependency
average
sound path height above the ground, a
proved also to be vehicle (source) dependent for a given receiver height and dis-

tance. For the purposes of noise propagation, a can be grouped in two vehicle
types, one for autos and medium trucks
combined, and one for heavy trucks (vehi-

barriers subject to controlled traffic conditions. The second publication, Report

cle definitions per FHWA Model). Plots of
a vs. distance can best be described by
hyperbolic equations of the form a =
a+b/x, where a and b are positive and negative constants, respectively. Plots of
alphas vs. average noise path heights can

Conditions”, presented the results for parallel barriers located along Interstate 495 in
Montgomery County, Maryland. A third
and final report is currently being prepared.
This presentation will summarize:
(1)
the results of additional analyses
of previously collected
NPFS data;
(2)
the findings of the multi-year
NPFS; and
(3)
future work to be performed in
support of the NPFS.

be expressed by linear equations:
a = a+bx, where a and b are also positive
and negative constants, respectively.
The conclusion of this research project is
that the a scheme as used in the FHWA
Model causes average overpredictions of 2
dBA at 100-200 feet and 4 dBA at 200-400
feet. It is recommended that improved
propagation schemes be used in future
models. This is currently being evaluated

by FHWA.
Author: Rudolf W. “Rudy” Hendniks
(916) 227-7269
Organization: Caltrans

FHWA-RD-92-068, “Parallel Barrier
Effectiveness Under Free-Flowing Traffic

Author: Gregg G. Fleming and E.J. Rickley

(617) 494-2876
Organization: U.S. DOT Research &
Special Programs Administration

Volpe National Transp. Systems Center
Cambridge, MA

Long range planning projects ...~n
alternatives that are compatible with spe-

U.S. 290 in central Texas. Sparse traffic

flow results in individually moving point
sources of noise propagating over open terrain. Excess attenuation values are found
to be in agreement with recent studies conducted by the California Department of
Transportation.
Author: Jack E. Randorff, Ph.D.
(713) 965-2939
Organization: Randorff and Associates,

Inc., Houston, TX

Since October 1986, the U.S. Department
of Transportation, Research and Special

cific land uses. Due to visual/aesthetics
and other considerations, traffic noise mitigation measures such as roadside barriers
and berms are not always appropriate.
Therefore, alternative traffic noise mitigation measures must be considered.
Information will be presented on the use of
elevated highway configurations for
achieving CNEL = 65 dB and CNEL = 60

dB sound level limits. Different road
design and traffic volume alternatives will

be addressed. The presentation will show
that while the use of the elevated highway
configuration can be beneficial for the land
uses compatible with the CNEL = 65 dB
limit, the use of the elevated highway configuration may not be practical for achieving the CNEL = 60 dB limit.
Author: Alexander Segal (619) 694-3729
Organization: County of San Diego
Dept. of Planning and Land Use

San Diego, CA

Programs Administration, John A. Volpe
National Transportation Systems Center,
in support of the Federal Highway
Administration and 1 7 sponsoring state
transportation agencies, has conducted the

National Pooled-Fund Study (NPFS), HP&R
0002-1 36, “Evaluation of Performance of
Experimental Highway Noise Barriers”.

The first publication supporting the NPFS,
Report FHWA-RD-90-b05, “Parallel Barrier
Effectiveness, Dulles Noise Barrier
Project”, presented the results for parallel

one can indeed establish a simple relation
between the acoustic power radiated by
the moving source and the maximum
sound pressure level Lpmax measured at a
distance d from the running line. The

Lpmax of a few thousands of vehicles were
thus measured in situ to establish the
experimental Leq abacuses of the French
“Guide du Bruit des Transports Ternesines”
(Road Transportation Noise Guide) edited
in 1980. At that time, the possible error on
the Leq due to the hypothesis of omnidirectional radiation and the importance of the
ground attenuation effect (which can occur
instance) on the actual values of the
Leq~tl,t21 could not be established.

include the task of selecting road design

The study was undertaken as part of field
tests performed along a rural segment of

data of the different vehicle categories are
not measured directly but are evaluated
from measured maximum sound pressure
levels Lomax: if the vehicle is assumed to
radiate like a small omnidirectional source

in the presence of drainage asphalts for

Sacramento, CA

A brief study of open field attenuation as
a function of native field grass is presented.

eventual attenuation of the acoustic energy
when propagation occurs above an absorbing surface.
In most of the prediction models the Leq

In this paper we show how, in the case of

constant speed conditions, the measurement of the acoustic signature of a vehicle
(sound pressure level as function of the
vehicle position) can become an effective
tool which shows the eventual effects on
the Leq of the directivity of the vehicle on
of the ground attenuation.
The presentation will be illustrated by
actual measurements made on different
road surfaces including porous asphalts.
Dr. Jean-Francois Hamet
(33) 72-36-23-00
Organization:
Institut National de
Recherche sun les Transports et leur
Sècuritè (INRETS)
Bnon Cedex, Fnance
Author:

(

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
ABSORPTIVE BARRIERS

• SUPER-HIGH ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION
IN THE CRITICAL LOW-FREQUENCIES
• HIGH TRANSMISSION LOSS
Traffic noise levels are generally
expressed in Lea~tl,t2l: equivalent, Aweighted, sound pressure levels taken
between two instants t1 and t2. In France
for instance [t ,t ]=~8h-20h]. The Leq of a
1 2
moving source is related to the acoustic
power of the source, it depends also on the

LOW WEIGHT
For add~t~onaI
intornialion write

phone fax

SAC-INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY
1160 CommerceAve.. Bronx, NY 10462
Tel: (718) 931-8000 • Fax: (718) 863-1138
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL Cn1ES WORLDWIDE

dmrectivity pattern of the source and on the
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~JVtARYL4ND7MIMJTES By J~enP~okak,.Charmian, AtFO4 ~4ighwayNoise Subcc~rnmtttee
Returns thus far on
balloting on the Best
Paper of 1993 have
been dismal at best.

All full members of Committee A1FO4

I have now temporarily assumed the

Annual Meeting of the Transportation

are urged to review the papers and register their selection for the best paper
award, given each year during the
Research Board in Washington, D.C.
in January, 1994. Copies of the papers
and ballot sheets are available upon

role of the tabulator
of results

at

~6Y~

the

request of Dr. Roger
Wayson, who is one of the co-authors
in the running for the award (to avoid
any appearance of impropriety or con-

returned to me as soon as possible to
the following address:
Ken Polcak, Office of Environmental

CANADIAN REM EL

flict of interest).

The two candidate

Design, State Highway Administration,

(Remelis Gneat-white-nonthicus)

papers being considered for the Hanter
Rupert Award for Best Paper of 1993
are:

707 North Calvert St., Baltimore MD

Determination of Traffic Noise Barrier
Effectiveness “An Evaluation of Noise
Abatement Measures Used on 1-440”

Authors: L. Herman, W. Bowlby,
and R. Brisson

Development of Reference Energy
Mean Emission Levels for Highway
Traffic Noise in Florida
Authors: R. Wayson, T. Ogle, and
W. Lindeman

request. Completed ballots should be

21203-0717.
Speaking of Reference Energy Mean
Emission Levels, I have acquired some
new computerized pictures of our new
friend, REMEL, as he appeared recently
in Canada and Australia. He has
become quite ubiquitous, and we hope
to ferret him out in other corners of the
world.
As you can see from these pictures,
REMEL has now acquired some of the
characteristics of citizens of his local
habitat. Watch this space for further

EL E~~

C rj ri ~ I rJ ~ r
OLII

TIMBAWALL
“State of the Art Aesthetics and Performance”

A cJ v e (~j
.~e

V~~ith’i:I

C Tt, V%TC

•~ouid~ot :t,i.tnu~
.c
~ Wah
.a

~

(Remelis Mansupius)

(Continued next page)

developments. ~

P1 ~

AUSTRALIAN REMEL

~

~

U SYSTEMS - Reflective.. Single and dualface
absorptive. Retrofit absorptive. Patented
proprietary designs
U PERFORMANCE- Exceeds all current NRC, STC,
and performance based specifications
U MATERIALS - Naturally durable hardwoods...
Pressure-treated softwoods...
Mineral wool based products
U DESIGN - Universal post type compatibility., Ease
of installation.. Relocatable
U AESTHETICS - Natural beauty and warmth of
timber,, .Contrast to traditional road construction
materials.. Color, texture and pattern
variety.. .Transparent panels.. Clinging vegetation
U DURABILITY-Superior service life.. Available
Class A fire-rating
.j SAFETY -Overpass cabling systems...Emergency
access systems. Built-in security lighting
U INSTALLATION - Lightweight.. Unitized assembly
U MAINTENANCE- No paints, stains or
graffiti-resistant coatings are required

U ENVIRONMENT- Environmentally friendly.. .Use of renewable and
recycled manterials. . .Meets EPA standards
U SAVINGS -Cost reductions in site design, system cost, installation
and maintenance
U SERVICES - Complete design/fabrication capability

~

TIMBATECH LIMITED

a division of Cecco Trading Co.

5205 N. Ironwood Rd.. Milwaukee, WI 53217 U.S.A. (414) 332-8880 Fax (414) 332-8683
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MARYLAND MINUTES (continued)

I

Noise Barrier Demonstration and Display Facility
The Maryland State Highway Administration (MdSHA) has recently completed
construction of a noise barrier demonstration and display area. The area is located

on the grounds of the Office of Traffic near BaltimoretvVashington International
(BWI) Airport. The purpose of this facility is to provide vendors of noise barrier
systems a place to demonstrate the appearance or aesthetics of their barrier systems in a full-scale setting.

The facility features movable I-Beam posts 16 feet high, which can be set on 8-,
1 2-,l 6- or 24-foot centers, thus accommodating one, two or three panels depending
on their length (see illustration below). All costs involving panel fabrication, transportation, erection and removal are the responsibility of the vendor. It is desired to

Do your work faster and more
accurately with RTA’s proven acoustical software.
Environmental Noise Model
(ENM) is world-class. Now, the new
WINDOWS version is even more so.
Individually defined noise sources,

limit in-place time for each system demonstration to approximately two weeks.

ground effects, topography, wind and
temperature gradients, and barriers are

For further information, contact the MdSHA Office of Environmental Design,
phone 410 333-8072, fax 410 333-3139.

include contour maps and rank
ordering of noise sources.

24’

12’

12’

0

(J~

0

8’

on IBM compatibles.

Be time- and value-conscious.

Call today.

Foundation

8’

Also available are dB box for fast
computing in acoustics, including STO,
TL and IC. And dBray for modeling acoustical paths in rooms. All
operate

SCANTEK INC.

4
4

all input on spreadsheets. Predictions

8’

16’

916 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Tel: (301) 495-7738

FAX -7739

__Sound OffTM Noise Barrier System
By COR TEC

“Sound Off” Offers You:
+ Outstanding Noise Protection (Exceeds all STC and Performance Based Specifications).
+ Light Weight, making it ideal for use over bridges (Under 5
pounds per square foot).
+ Simple and Easy to Install (50 square feet/man hour of labor).
+ Graffiti Resistant, Maintenance Free Surface Finish.
+ 20 Year Warrantee on Panels.
+ 25+ Years of Experience Making Panels for the Transportation
Industry.
The Wall Journal
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For More Information or a Price Quote, Contact
Ken Smith at Mi-jack Products 708-596-5200.

~M1/ACK

PRODUCTS
3111W. 167th Street, Hazel Crest, IL 60429
Fax 708-225-2308
Sound Off” is a registered trademark of Dyrotech Industries.
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NoisE BIuuuEI~
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FOREcAsT

Compiled by LEAP Associates International, Inc. of Tampa, Florida and Denver, Colorado
This database has been compiled by a polling of state highway officials and other research. We do not guarantee accuracy of
content or completeness of listings. This material is intended for use only as a general guide to upcoming noise barrier
For consultants, contractors and vendors, we recommend that you contact directly the appropriate
state highway officials for verification and further information. The majority of the projects in this forecast are for precast
concrete or masonry block construction, both reflective and sound-absorptive; on many of these projects, no decision for
barrier construction type has yet been made. Blank spaces indicate that no data was available in those categories at this time.
construction projects.

If you have questions, contact LEAP Associates International, Inc. at 303 426-0222

I flCATIfl~J

‘WAY

Miami
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
W Palm Beach
Marion
Various Sites
Various Sites
Three Cities
Four Cities
Overland Park
Milton/Quincy
Newton
Natick
Ludlow
Baltimore
Taylor
Warren
Pontiac
Fanmington Hills
Ypsilanti
Royal Oak
Madison Heights
Detroit
St. Clair Shores
Ann Arbor
ThreeCities
St. Louis
Kansas City

IA
IL
IL
IN
IN
KS
MA
MA
MA
MA
MD
MI
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml
MI
Ml
Ml
Ml
MN
MO
MO

Palmetto Expwy
Palmetto Expwy
1-95
1-295
1-95
Hwy 100
Illinois Tollway
1-90
1-80/94
1-80/94
1-435
1-93
MA Turnpike
MA Turnpike
MA Turnpike
Rail Line
1-94
1-696
1-75
1-696
1-94
1-75
1-75
1-75
1-94
US 23
Hwy212
Route 141
Route 150

Durham

NC

USI5/US501

Durham
Charlotte
Charlotte
Charlotte
Charlotte

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

Charlotte

NC

VS15/US5O1
South Outer Loop
South Outer Loop
South Outer Loop
South Outer Loop
South Outer Loop
South Outer Loop
South Outer Loop
1-440
HIGHWAY

Miami

Charlotte
Charlotte
Raleigh
LOCATION

NC
NC
NC
STATE

10,000
2,500

15-18

175,000

26,000

18

468,000
94

21,000
11,200

14-20

5,000

16

3,000
2,300
2,840

12-22
10-18

225

1 2-1 6
6-12

16

94
95-98
95
94

5 1,000

32,200
39,760
2,025

94
93
93
93
94
94
94
95

96
97
98

99
94
96-99

40,000

8

200
400
300
1,900

15
15

11
22
12
20
19
21

790
740

1,010
810
1,450
1,050
2,370
LINEAR FEET

22,000
1,600
6,000
4,500

93

93

20,900
17,380

94
94
94

8,880

94

20,200
15,390

18

18,900

94
94
94

17
WALL HEIGHT

40,290
SQUARE FEET

94
BID YEAR

30,450

w

w
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NOISE BARRIER ~
LOCATION

STATE

FORECAST

HIGHWAY

LINEAR FEET

WALL HEIGHT

SQUARE FEET

BID YEAR

Raleigh

NC

1-440

2,780

17

48,790

94

Swansboro
Wilmington
Omaha

NC
NC
NE

US 17
Smith Creek Pkwy
1-80

100
810

10
16

1,000
12,960

95

Nashua
Bayonne
Edison
Edison
Edison
Tom’s River Plaza
Edison

NH
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

Everett Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
Garden State Pkwy
NJ Turnpike

Edison
Edison

NJ
NJ

NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike

Torn’s River
Woodbridge
Woodbridge
Woodbridge
Woodbridge

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

Garden State Pkwy
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike

Woodbridge

NJ

NJ Turnpike

Woodbridge
Woodbridge
Woodbridge
Woodbridge

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

Saddlebrook Twnshp

NJ

Garden State Pkwy

96
96
96
96
96
96
96-98

Secaucus

NJ

NJ Turnpike

97

Hightstown

NJ

NJ Turnpike

Bordentown Tnshp
Hightstown
Laurel Tnshp
Bordentown Tnshp
Union Township
Tarrytown
Mineola
Long Island
New York
Poughkeepsie
Long Island
Nassau Cnty
Long Island
Long Island
Queens
Long Island
Marcy
Mineola

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
NJ Turnpike
Garden State Pkwy
Rt119
Grade Crossing
I ong Island Fxpwy
Rt 59
Rt 55
Long Island Expwy
Ninth St Pkwy
Long Island Expwy
Long Island Expwy
Long Island Expwy
Long Island Expwy
Rt 49/1-790
Grade Crossing

98
98
98

White Plains

NY

1-287

Brewster
Long Island
Long Island
Long Island
Long lsland
Long Island

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

Rochester

NY

1-490

Rochester
Rochester
Brewster

NY
NY
NY

1-490
1-490
1 684

Long
Long
Long
Long
Long

12-14

2,500

14-16

95
94-97
93
94
94

37,500

94
94
95
95
95

95

96
96
96

Turnpike
Turnpike
Turnpike
Turnpike

98

98
93
93
94
94
94
94
95
95

95
2,000

18-20

38,000

95

95
95-98

96
97

Rt 22
Island Expwy
Island Expwy
Island Expwy
Island Expwy
Island Expwy

97
97
97
97

97
97

7,500

w
The Wall Journal
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NOISE BARRIER

LOCATION
Oklahoma City
Beaverton

~

FORECAST

STATE
OK
OR

HIGHWAY
1 235
Sunset Highway

LINEAR FEET

WALL HEIGHT

SQUARE FEET

BID YEAR
2000÷

1,575

Portland
Portland

OR
OR

1-84
1-84

1,200
825

16
14
12-16

25,200
16,800

93
93

Salem
Bend
Reading
Allentown
Nashville
Bellevue
Lynnwood
Several Cities
W. Spokane
Seattle/i ukwila
Seattle

OR
OR
PA
PA
TN
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA

1-5
Calif. Highway
Warren St
Rte. 22
Briley Pkwy
State Rte 405
1-5
I-S
State Rte 90
I—S
I—S

12,264
7,715

12-16
16

11,550
17,696
123,440

5,000
673
8,930
2,200

Bellevue
Bellevue

WA
WA

40,000
12,000
107,160
22,000
37,200
20,000
11 2,000
38,400
1,800

94

WA

200
4.000

8—10

Auburn/Kent

State Rte 405
Stale Rte 403
State Rte 1 67

2,000
7,000
3,200

4-12
16-19
8-16
10
12
10
16
12

93
94
95-96
95
95
94
93
93
93
93
94
94
94

10—1 2

44,000
1 08,000
84,42()
96,00()

94
94

99,600

97

Everett
WA
Spokane
WA
Covi nglon/Maple Vly WA
Spokane
WA

Des Moines/Kent
Red niond
Kenniwick

WA

Yakima/Selah
Winnebago County
Appleton
Beaverdam/Waupun
Wisconsin Rapids
Milwaukee County

WA
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI

3,100

I—S
Stale Rte 90
State RIe 1 8
Stale Rte 90
State Rte 1 61

State Rte 202
State Rte 240

WA

WA

7,035
8,00()
8, 301)
500
1 ,440

12
12
12
12
10
3—I 2

2,100

8-25

1,000

10

9,000

State Rte 823
Hwy 41
Hwy 10

34,650

94
95-96

24,000

96

10,000
108,-900,000

97
97-98

Technical superiority and demonstrated economy...
The Reinforced Earth Company is a leader in preengineered construction systems for transportation
and other civil engineering applications.

R Soundwalls
• Retaining Walls

$ Bridge Abutments
$ Geotechnica~Fabrics
Write, fax or telephone for additional infor-

mation on our Durisol Sound-Absorptive noise
barrier systems. Specifications are available on

The Reinforced Earth Company
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 1100
Vienna, Virginia 22182
Te1703821-1175 Fax703821-1815

•••••

S.,,

request.

The Reinforced Earth Company, with offices in
26 countries worldwide, is the exclusive manufacturer and distributor for DU RISOL and FANWALL
NOISE BARRIERS in the United States.

re~nforcedearth

Atlanta Boston San Francisco Chicago Dallas Denver • Missouri Nashville • Orlando • British Columbia
*
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95

5,00()
1 ,080

Hwy 151
State Hwy 54
1-94/1-43

95

ABOUT THE
NOISE BARRIER
CONSTRUCTION
FORECAST
So far,

we

have published list-

If You are a First-Time Reader
The Wall Journal is a tightly-targeted publication, Our readership
is principallycomprised of professional engineers engaged in the
management oftransportation-related environmental issues.
If you wish to continue to receive The Journal, we request that
you register or subscribe as indicated on page 23.
If you have already done so, please ignore this notice. Thank you.

ings of upcoming highway
noise barrier projects in 31
states. In the next issue of The
Wall Journal, we will add
Arizona and California, with
more than 1 75 projects (actually, they are practically all in
California, which is the
nation’s largest builder of highway noise barriers).
We
believe our poll of states for
noise barrier construction to
be the most extensive ever
undertaken by any organization, and it should give you an
indication of the size of the
highway noise abatement programs
in this country.
Response has been slow from
the remaining 19 states, some
of which are sparsely populated and some of which are just
beginning to develop their
noise abatement programs.
We hope that you find the
results of our polls to be of
interest, value and usefulness.
LEAP Associates International, Inc.
Consulting Structural Engineers
10730 North 56th Street, Suite 218
Tampa, Florida 33617
Tel 813 988-6870
7475 Dakin Street, Suite 205
Denver, Colorado 80221
Tel 303 426-0222
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SOUND FIGHTER®
LSE 1000/2000 WALL SYSTEM
OFFERS THE ULTIMATE IN HIGHWAY

TRAFFIC NOISE CONTROL
*
*
*
*

Sound, absorptive, single or double face
Exceeds all DOT performance standards
Modular design for ease of errection
HDPE UV stabilized external casement
for longer life
* Color selections to
blend with natural

surroundings
* Maintenance free’
Graffiti removed
easily. Impervious
* Non-conductive,
non-glare surface

“The residents are p/eased
with noise reduction &
appearance”

The noise control
wall with over
30 years of
success —

* Minimum right-of-

‘The colored panels compliment

way requirements.

our building”

4

SOUND FIGHTER® SYSTEMS, INC.
6135 LINWOOD AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71106

SOUND FIGHTER SYSTEMS

(318) 861-6640

•

FAX (318) 865-7373

/ have received a number of Letters to the
Editor which have warmed the cock/es of
my heart, but none have warmed them so
much as the one which is printed be/ow.
Not on/y does this reader praise The Wa/~
journal — he also gives praise to our
authors. That kind of recognition encourages more of you to submit articles and
technical information to share with your
fellow professionals, Which is exact/y our
purpose and objective in starting this publication.
Thanks very much, Bob.

Dear Mr. Angove:
We have just received the
September/October issue of The Wall
Journal. This publication continues to
furnish us with news about noise
analysis and abatement on the interna-

tional level and is very much appreciated.

One article that really has our interest is the “Sound Fundamentals” series
being presented by Dr. Roger Wayson.
These will be very helpful in training
additional personnel we are hiring to
assist in analysis of noise impacts from
highway projects.

If you are looking for Part 3 of Dr. Roger Wayson s series on
SOUND FUNDAMENTALS, the good professor was unable
to attend class this issue, due to more pressing business at
the University of Central Florida. He has promised to appear
for the next issue, and the three following issues.

LandScaper

Licensing

Opportunity

MASONRY WALL SYSTEMS

‘REFLECTIVE

•

Src class43

Bob Hudson

ABSORPTIVE’
NRC ge

Design
Special Assignments
Engineer, Design Division
Missouri Highway and Tranportation
Department
Jefferson City, Missouri

csi Soundlrap”

featuring LockBlock
Masonry Units WI Composite Beams
• Meets UBC Wind Loads
*

Up to 12 Foot Centers

• Weighs only 16 psf
• Instant Installation

STEP 3

‘Minimal Landscape &
Terrain Damage
• Raw malenals and
LockBlocks from
local suppliers
ForProduct Information
and License Opportunities
can:
PPA Industries, Inc
Dallas,TX
Research center
6O5-348~6977
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We also look forward to articles from
the FHWA. The series on “New
FHWA Model and Software” is informative and we await future installments.
We appreciate the complimentary
subscription which you have made
available to our department. We congratulate you on a fine publication
which serves a good purpose.
Very truly yours,

(And another nice comment on
Dr. Wayson’s Sound Fundamentals

Install
LockBlocks
A

series) —

Square

Dear Sir:

Tubing

Recently I was shown a copy of “The

STEP 4

STEP 1 ~
Install
Wide Flange
Beam

Install
LandScaper
Panel

2

H

US Patent 5,218,797
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Wall Journal” for the first time. I
noticed on the subscription section in
the back that it is free to state government officials.

As the District’s
(continued next page)

LETrERS TO THE EDITOR

(cont’d)

Environmental Engineer for San Luis

Obispo District (California Department
of Transportation), I feel the Journal
would be very useful to our department
and would like you to add us to your
subscription list. In addition, if an extra
copy or so is available of the
July/August 1993 issue, I would appreciate them since they have the first of a
series of articles on Sound
Fundamentals by Roger Wayson. We
find it very difficult to explain the
adding of decibels to the general public
and copies of this may be a great help.
Frank F. Catherina, P.E., R.E.A.
California Department of Transportation
San Luis Obispo, California

Attention!
This is your publication!
The entire content ofThe Wall Journal is dependent upon your
contribution of articles, reports, paper summaries, photos, and other
technical information to share with your fellow professionals.
I don’t make this stuffup. I need help. Let us hear from you.
Where else can you get published so easily and reach so many
professionals, in your own field of activity, with the need to know,
and the desire to hear what you have to say. Nowhere, that’s where.

Carsonite® Sound Barrier
• Lightweight

• Ideal for Structure Mounting
(Ed. Note: We really appreciate hearing
from our readers. This is the only way
we can learn if we are giving you the
kind of articles and information you
would like to read. Please keep those
cards and letters coming. Thank you.

Sound and Vibration

FOR RENT
OR LEASE
Instrumentation
To help you meet today’s capitalspending constraints, we will work with
you on whatever it takes Rental, Lease
or Lease Purchase to get you the
—

The Environmentally Sound Way
To Make Your World More Quiet
* ENVIRONMENTALLY

—

Monitors, SLMs, FFTs, Dosimeters,
RTAs, Tapping Machines, Reference
Sound Sources, DAT Recorders, Multiplexers, Human-BodyVibration Analyzers, Level Recorders, Microphones, Calibrators, and more.
Our rental and lease plans are flexible enough to meet your needs. Our

rates are reasonable. And you still get
ourexpertengineering assistance—even
paid on-site personnel are available.
Strike a deal with us. And get on
with your job.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 . FAX 7739

* AESTHETICALLY PLEASING

A variety of designs and colors
are available.

Utilizes up to 250,000 lbs. of scrap tires
per barrier mile.

equipment you need.

From single instruments to complete systems, we offer Outdoor Noise

CONSCIOUS

* SUPERIOR

SOUND BLOCKAGE

* EASY INSTALLATION

Sound Transmission Class (S.T.C.) of 36
for effective noise reduction.
*

DURABLE

Lightweight, preassembled
panels.
*

GRAFFITI-RESISTANT

50 year life cycle.

The Carsonite® Sound Barrier meets and exceeds the guidelines set for noise
reduction coefficient, noise absorption, and wind loads, required by AASHTO
and State Departments of Transportation for Sound barrier walls.

For More Information Call:

1-800-648-7974
~
~J74~W INTERNATIONAL
1301 Hot Springs Road, Carson City, NV 89706 ~ (102) 883-5104 ~
© 1993 Carsonite International

All Rights Reserved

Fax: (702) 883-0525
30-TWJ11-93
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ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS

ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
WALLACE CLEMENT SABINE CENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, USA

5 TO 7 JUNE, 1994

IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE 127TH MEETING OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
The symposium will be held on the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 5 through 7, 1994. Contributed
technical papers in all areas of architectural acoustics will be considered for presentation at the symposium and for publication in the symposium proceedings.
The symposium will be held in conjunction with the 127th meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America also scheduled on the MIT campus June 6-10,
1994. Symposium registrations will include attendance at all scheduled technical
sessions of the 127th ASA meeting as well as the symposium events including an
opening reception and dinner and concerts at Boston Symphony Hall and at
MIT’s Kresge Auditorium. Distinguished, invited, and contributed papers and
panel discussions will explore all aspects of Sabine’s profound influence on the
development of architectural acoustics and what the future holds for this important discipline. The symposium proceedings will be published and available to
all symposium registrants.
For further information, contact the Symposium Secretariat, MIT Conference
Services, Room 7-111, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA USA 02139.
Telephone 61 7 253-1 703, FAX 61 7 253-7002.

If Your Soundwa!ls Feel Like This To ~

You’d Better Look Into MonoWall
If you are a buyer, engineer, installing contractor, or precaster, you can
profit from the new, patented MONOWALL design, because it eliminates
many traditional costs and offers a wide range of appearance options.
Each MONOWALL module integrates a post-and-panel, rotatable joint and
‘stackability’ to create straight-line, pier-supported walls as well as the
lower cost free-standing. undulating walls. Since the modules are identical
above grade, the two types can be joined to optimize costs on variable
width right-of-ways, or to circumvent obstacles, or to improve the appearance of very long walls.

Installation videotapes, engineering plans and precaster
licenses are available
PICKETT WALL SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
4028 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL 33019 (305) 927-1529
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Our Ach~ertiaersare the
Principal Supporters
~f The Wall Journal
We hope that you wril
f~vDrth with rn~ui~ies

Back Copies
For Federal, State and Local Government Officials,
Issues # through # 9
are available
at a cost of $3.00 each
to cover postage

Government Associations, Universities and Libraries
You are entitled to a free subscription to The Wall Journal.
All you have to do is provide us with a subscription request on your letterhead
and mail it to The Wall Journal at P.O. Box 1286, Stafford, VA 22555-1 286.
But please don’t telephone it to us. That’s all it takes for you to get every issue.
If you have already registered, please ignore this
you are safely in our database.
—

The Wall Journal

and handling
(this applies to both

public and private
sector readers)
Keep your collection
complete to provide
a chronology of the
events and workings of
professionals in the field
of transportation-related

environmental issues

For U.S. Consultants, Contractors, Manufacturers,
Equipment Vendors and Others in the Private Sector
Please ~ begin! ~ renew my subscription to The Wall Journal.

Subscriptions are for a one-year period (six bi-monthly issues).
Single Copy Subscription (USA) Li 1 Year, $1 7.95
Corporate Subscription (5 copies each issue, one address) Li 1 Year, $56.00

Please order your subscription on your letterhead, enclose your check for the
appropriate amount, and mail to:
The Wall Journal, P.O. Box 1286, Stafford, VA 22555-1 286.
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THERE’S NOTHING LIKE
FENCE-CRETE
Build it and forget it. It’s that
simple! Your Fence-Crete wall
system maintains its structural integrity for lasting durability. As a
precast concrete wall system,
Fence-Crete offers multiple colors
and textures, is fireproof, imperviour to ultra-violet light rays and
provides high security. Our specially developed microsilica mix

design, when tested and compared to regular precast concrete,
passes ASTM C-672 salt scaling
test and results in:
~ negligible chloride
& water permeability
I increased chemical resistance
I increased freeze/thaw resistance
I increased abrasion resistance
I greater color consistency.

The Wall Journal
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The superior durability and beauty
of Fence-Crete is only surpassed
by its economical price. Addvalue
to any construction project from
highway sound barrier installations and municipal beautification
to facilities screening and security
walls. Call for more information
about a maintenance-free FenceCrete system today.
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TrafficNoiseCAD
for AutoCAD or MicroStation
why wait any longer?
Listen to our users..
who were not satisified with the way they did traffic
noise modelling, and who couldn’t wait another day to
change things:
“I’ve been doing traffic noise work since 1978 and
TrafficNoiseCAD is the best tool I’ve ever seen. I’ve
been looking for something like it for 15 years. It’s almost
too easy to use--you don’t even need the manual.”
-- Don Anderson, Washington State DOT
“We’ve had very good results with TrafficNoiseCAD.
It has speeded up our work and resulted in less errors and
much greater satisfaction with the users.”
-Bela Schmidt, Louis Berger & Associates
Or talk to users at Nevada DOT, New Jersey DOT, Gannett-Fleming, Parsons Brinckerhoff, Skelly & Loy, and elsewhere.

TrafficNoiseCAD--act now and change the way you work.
View existing FHWA STAMINA 2.0 files in plan, elevation and 3-D. Graphically edit them. Create new STAMINA files with plans
on a digitizing table or from roadway design files on the screen. Fill in other data in pop-up dialog boxes. Point and click to assign
alpha factors. Run STAMINA. Display Leq results on the drawing. Produce a perspective view for a rendering.
Bowlby & Associates, Inc., 2014 Broadway, Suite 210, Nashville, TN 37203-2425. Phone: (615) 327-8130, Fax: (615) 327-8137.
Aut0CAD, MicroStation and Intergraph are registered trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., Bentley Systems, Inc., and Intergraph Corporation, respectively.

Subscriptions

Subscriptions to The Wall Journal are free of charge
to federal, state and local government agencies and
their officials, to government associations, and to uni-

versities, provided they have registered in writing by
sending name, department and complete mailing
address. We would also like to have telephone and fax
numbers for our referral records.
Subscriptions for the private sector (e.g.,consulting
engineers, contractors, equipment manufacturers and
vendors) are available at the costs per year (6 issues)
shown below. Please include your check with your
subscription order.
U.S. Subscribers: $17.95. Please send checks and
subscription orders to The Wall Journal, P.O. Box
1286, Stafford, VA 22555-1 286.

Canadian Subscribers: $26.00 (CDN, including
GST). Please make checks and subscription orders
payable to Catseye Services, Postal Outlet Box 27001,
Etobicoke, Ontario M9W 6L0.
All Others: $30.00 (U.S.). Please send subscription
orders and drafts payable in U.S. funds through U.S.
banks to The Wall Journal, P.O. Box 1286, Stafford, VA
22555-1 286, USA.

Advertising

Display advertising rates and sizes are contained in
our Advertising Rate Schedule, available on request
sent to The Wall Journal, P.O. Box 1286, Stafford, VA

22555-1 286, or by fax to 703 720-0598.
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